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Abstract

The engine torque is an important control signal. This signal is disturbed by
the devices mounted on the belt. To better be able to estimatethe torque sig-
nal, this work aims to model the auxiliary devices’ influenceon the crankshaft
torque. Physical models have been developed for the air conditioning com-
pressor, the alternator and the power steering pump. If these models are to
be used in control unit function development and testing, they have to be fast
enough to run on a hardware-in-the-loop simulator in real time. The models
have been simplified to meet these demands.

The compressor model has a good physical basis, but the validity of the con-
trol mechanism is uncertain. The alternator model has been tested against
a real electronic control unit in a hardware-in-the-loop simulator, and tests
show good results. Validation against measurements is however necessary to
confirm the results. The power steering pump model also has a good physi-
cal basis, but it is argued that a simple model relating the macro input-output
power could be more valuable for control unit function development.

Keywords: Auxiliary Devices, Air Conditioning Compressor, Alternator,
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Vehicles of today are heavily dependent on electronics. Their design is evolv-
ing into the co-design of mechanics and control [1]. Modern vehicles are
equipped with Electronic Control Units (ECUs), which controls various func-
tions of the vehicle. Possibilities to control vehicle parts to work in unison
can make them more efficient, which leads to lower fuel consumption.

The engine torque is one of the vehicle’s most important control signals. This
is the torque of the crankshaft, which is transferred out to the drive line and in
the end, the wheels. However, an engine has more functions than just rotating
the wheels and propelling the vehicle. It is also responsible for delivering
power to other systems in the vehicle. These are the air conditioning system,
the electric system, the power steering system and some more. The chief
sources of power for these systems are the auxiliary devices, which are the air
conditioning compressor, the alternator and the power steering pump. They
are driven by a belt mounted over the crankshaft gear. To the crankshaft they
act as loads, disturbing the torque going out to the drive line.

Naturally, the magnitude of the individual torques taken bythe auxiliary de-
vices varies in different situations. The physical characteristics of the devices
can explain and foresee these variations. Mathematical models, based on the
laws of physics can thus be used to simulate how large the individual torques
are in different situations. These models can then be used tobetter simulate
the characteristics of the engine torque.

When firmware to a new ECU is constructed, a vehicle to test and evaluate
it on during development is almost a necessity. However, building test vehi-
cles is very expensive, especially when several models and configurations are
to be considered. A much more suitable alternative is to use modelling and
simulation for development and product testing. To run realhardware against
a modelled system, testing in a Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL)system is very

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

useful.

ECU
Inputs to ECU Outputs of ECU

Outputs of simulator Inputs to simulator
Simulator

Figure 1.1: The Hardware-in-the-Loop system

A HiL simulator is a type of embedded system whose main functionality can
be described by Figure 1.1.

Software models of the systems controlled by, and influencing, the ECU can
be implemented in the HiL simulator. Some of these systems are the auxiliary
devices. Demands on the HiL simulation models will be that they behave like
the real systems and that they are able to run in real-time. During a simulation
the models will have to respond to the ECU’s control signals,like they would
have in a real-world testing situation.

The main objective of this work is to develop models of the auxiliary devices
and implement them in a real-time HiL simulator. These models are to be
based on the laws of physics. Throughout the thesis various modelling tech-
niques will be presented and used to model the air conditioning compressor,
the alternator and the power steering pump. The models’ behavior will then
be evaluated. A brief presentation of the various chapters is given below.

1.1 Thesis Outline

Chapter 1 - Introduction

Chapter 2 - Auxiliary Devices Theory The air conditioning compressor, the
alternator and the power steering pump are introduced. Their structure,
configuration and functionality is briefly presented.

Chapter 3 - Modelling Theory A short discussion about model complexity,
modelling methods and a background to later modelling is presented.

Chapter 4 - Modelling Models for the air conditioning compressor, the al-
ternator and the power steering pump are constructed and presented.

Chapter 5 - HiL and Real Time Adaptation The simplifications and adjust-
ments to the models in order to achieve HiL testability and anexe-
cutable system are being presented here.
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Chapter 6 - Simulations and Validation The results of the simulations are
presented. The models’ reliability are examined.

Chapter 7 - Conclusions

Chapter 8 - Further Work



Chapter 2

Auxiliary Devices Theory

On a regular engine a belt is mounted on the crankshaft gear. This belt drives
a number of devices, of which this thesis will focus on the airconditioning
compressor, the alternator and the power steering pump. There are other aux-
iliary devices (e.g. the water pump), that have lower energyconsumption, and
thereby affect the engine torque less. Therefore, they willnot be covered by
this thesis. In this chapter the structure, configuration and functionality of the
three chosen devices will be presented.

2.1 Air Conditioning Compressor

The basic principle that makes an air conditioning (AC) system work is that
a liquid going into a gaseous state absorbs heat from its surroundings.

2.1.1 Refrigerant Circuit

The system uses a refrigerant going through different phases in a closed cir-
cuit to achieve its purpose. The main components of the system are:

• Compressor

• Condenser

• Evaporator

In the evaporator the low pressure liquid refrigerant is vaporized to gaseous
state. The evaporator is a long tube, going back and forth in front of the fan
blowing air into the interior of the vehicle. The hot outsideair causes the
refrigerant going through the evaporator to boil. Heat fromthe air is hereby
absorbed by the refrigerant, cooling the air which blows into the couṕe. From
the evaporator the gas flows to the compressor where it is compressed. Both

4



2.1. Air Conditioning Compressor 5

pressure and temperature of the refrigerant are hereby highly heightened.
Next, the gas flows to the condenser, which similarly to the evaporator is
a long tube going back and forth. Here, the heat transfer takes place from the
refrigerant to the surrounding air, resulting in a change from gaseous to liquid
state. The refrigerant is cooler but its high pressure is maintained as it flows
back to the evaporator, via an an expansion valve, thus closing the circuit. The
expansion valve maintains the pressure difference betweencondenser output
flow and evaporator input flow.

High pressure gaseous state

High pressure liquid state

Intake pressure liquid state

Intake pressure gaseous state

A

B

C

E

F

D

G

H

Figure 2.1: Refrigerant circuit, with components: A) Compressor, B) Com-
pressor clutch, C) Condenser, D) Condenser fan, E) High-pressure relief
valve, F) Evaporator, G) Ventilation fan and H) Expansion valve

There are more components in the refrigerant circuit, but they have little to
do with the main cooling functionality. The cooling capacity of the system is
determined by the flow of refrigerant through the circuit. Figure 2.1 shows
the refrigerant circuit.

2.1.2 Swash Plate Compressor

The most common compressor types in the automotive industryare recip-
rocating compressors and among these the most common is the swash plate
compressor [2]. It compresses the refrigerant using a piston and cylinder sys-
tem.

The compressor has a rotating pulley on one side. The belt is mounted over
this pulley, rotating it with a speed proportional to the crankshaft rotation.
This rotating motion is converted to reciprocating motion by theswash plate,
a tilted disc mounted on the rotating axle. The reciprocating motion is par-
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allel to the centerline of the rotating shaft. During rotation, positions on the
disc will alternate between different axial positions. Onerevolution of the
pulley and disc will translate to one period, where pistons mounted in contact
with the disc (via a ball-and-socket joint and a slipper) go from maximum
to minimum displacement and back again. A sketch of a typicalswash plate
compressor can be seen in Figure 2.2.

Lug plate

Swash plate Piston

Control valve

Shaft

RefrigerantCylinder

Figure 2.2: The swash plate compressor

The pistons compress the refrigerant and thereby pump it around the closed
circuit. Due to the piston system, one can speak of a stroke cycle. There
are two piston strokes for each cycle. This cycle contains anintake stroke
(suction), a compression and a discharge of the high-pressurized refrigerant.
During suction, the refrigerant pressure inside the cylinder will be constant,
the intake pressure. Thedischarge pressureis decided by the pressure-relief
valves, which are situated in one end of the cylinder. There are numerous
structures for such valves, but they all function similarly. The simplest form
is probably thespring-loaded ball valvedepicted in Figure 2.3. The pressure
in the cylinder acts on one side of the ball, while a spring provides a mechan-
ical load on the other side. When the cylinder pressure force overcomes the

Input

Output

Figure 2.3: Pressure control valve



2.1. Air Conditioning Compressor 7

spring force, causing the valve to open, the high pressure refrigerant will flow
through the valve. These types of valves often have tendencyto chatter [3].

To make the refrigerant flow delivered by the compressor, andthereby also
the cooling capacity, invariable of the rotational speed, modern systems use
a swash plate with variable tilt angle. The angle of the swashplate can be
controlled in different ways. It can be internally regulated, which means that
an integrated regulating valve keeps the pressure in the crankcase constant.
Refrigerant flows via this valve between the cylinders. When the swash plate
angle is externally regulated, a signal controls the definite angle to the crank-
ing axle. This makes it possible to change the cylinder stroke volume and
thereby the flow of refrigerant. It is usually good to be able to switch between
internal and external regulation. Transient pulses on the crank, such as large
motor speed increases, could otherwise damage the compressor.

The number of cylinders in a swash plate compressor can vary,usually be-
tween 2 and 7, mounted circularly in parallel with the rotating axle.

2.1.3 Refrigerant

The refrigerant’s aggregated state changes constantly between gas and liquid.
A greasing oil is mixed with the refrigerant to hinder friction and wear on the
mechanical parts of the cooling system.

CFCs (Chlorofluorocarbons) and especially Freon were commonly used in
old refrigerant systems. It was considered a good refrigerant because of good
thermal capacities and its unreactivity. However, its unreactivity also makes
it one of the worst pollutants, contributing heavily to ozone depletion and the
greenhouse effect [4].

Today, regulations enforce the use of less environmentallydamaging refriger-
ants, and the industry standard is the HFC (hydrofluorocarbon) R-134a with
the chemical formulaCH2FCF3. Proposed new regulations to limit the use
of fluor gases can prohibit this substance after year 2010 [5]. Alternatives,
like propane, are environmentally friendlier but have lesscooling capability
(and can thereby affect the global warming as much as R-134a,due to the
higher fuel consumption for a less effective cooling system[6]). In this work,
R-134a will be assumed legal and therefore the models will bebased on that
refrigerant.

The thermodynamic and fluid properties of a refrigerant determine how easily
it can flow through the compressor. The pressure-volume characteristics are
usually described in a p-V diagram. Such diagrams are available for different
refrigerants in most good textbooks on applied thermodynamics, for example
[7].
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2.2 Alternator

The vehicle’s electrical system gets its power from two sources: the battery
and the alternator (AC generator). The battery is used as an energy reservoir,
delivering electricity in situations where the alternatoris unable to, for exam-
ple during engine standstill. The operating alternator delivers current to the
battery if it needs charging. A schematic of the electrical system is seen in
Figure 2.4

Alternator LoadsBattery

Figure 2.4: The automotive electrical system

2.2.1 Electrodynamics

In generators, magnetic fields are used for converting between different en-
ergy forms. Electricity is generated through the principleof electromagnetic
induction. A current flowing through a wire produces a magnetic field around
it. When an electric conductor cuts through (moves perpendicular to) a mag-
netic field, a voltage is induced in it. The opposite, when thefield lines of a
moving magnetic field cut through a conductor’s path, gives the same results.

The rotor is the rotating structure of the generator, it has north and south
magnetic poles from which a magnetic field originates. The polarity is usu-
ally produced by a rotor winding, a wire conductor around an iron core. When
a current flows through this wire the magnetic field is produced. Thestator is
usually placed around the rotor, and has a number of windingssymmetrically
distributed, see Figure 2.5.

When the rotor’s magnetic field lines cut through a stator winding, a voltage
is induced. This voltage produces currents in the stator winding, thus the
conversion from mechanical to electrical energy is completed. However, the
induced currents flowing through the stator windings also produce magnetic
fields and just as a compass needle tries to align with Earth’smagnetic field,
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Figure 2.5: Salient pole rotor and three stators

these two sets of fields attempt to align. Torque on the rotor can be associated
with their displacement [8]. Energy losses in the generatorcan be associated
with magnetic field leakage, the non-linear magnetization and demagnetiza-
tion of the rotor core (hysteresis) and eddy current losses.The last two are
heat losses and cause heating of the rotor core [9].

An alternator is a vehicular generator that produces alternating currents. The
most common alternator type used in the vehicle industry is the claw pole
(Lundell) alternator. Its rotor consists of two circular bodies of different po-
larity, with ”claws” protruding against the other body. Between the two, the
excitation wire is winded. A sketch of the claw pole rotor canbe seen in Fig-
ure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Claw pole principle [10]

The magnetic fields will be somewhat asymmetric, but the fieldlines will
enter the metal rotor perpendicularly through the south pole claws, and exit
perpendicularly through the north pole claws. Within the rotor the field has
been amplified by the encircling excitation winding. In the air gap between
rotor and stator, it is therefore believable that the field isreasonably radially
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oriented. On the stator side of the system the field lines firstgo through a
laminated iron frame and then bend circularly 180◦ to go back through the
iron frame, over the air gap and back into the south rotor pole. The stator
windings are cut by the field lines on the stator side of the iron frame. On
the stator side, the field paths in a salient pole alternator and in a claw pole
alternator are equal.

2.2.2 Three-Phase Power

Three-phase power uses three alternating electric voltages, stemming from
three different stator windings. The voltages are sinusoidal functions of time,
all with the same frequency, but with differing phases. The phase separation
is 120◦ or 2π

3 radians.

Normally, this set-up would require six connections for thestator windings.
However, by interconnecting the windings with each other, voltage or current
gains are possible. There are two types of connections used in three phase
systems, the∆-connection and the Y-connection (often called the star con-
nection). Most alternators use the Y-connection which is depicted in Figure
2.7.

a

b

c

n

VL

Vj

Figure 2.7: 3-Phase Y-connection

By connecting all the stator return wires to the same pointn, called the neu-
tral, the same current as if they were not connected will flow through each
winding. Moreover, the line voltageVL between ends will be higher than
the individual winding voltageVϕ, thanks to the phase differences. The line
voltage isVL =

√
3Vϕ [11].
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2.2.3 Rectification

The battery and the rest of the electrical system require DC output power, and
the alternator produces AC power. To transform between the two systems, a
diode rectification bridge is used. The three-phase system would need three
pairs of power diodes in a set up like in Figure 2.8.

n

c

b

a
v (t)A

v (t)B

v (t)C

v (t)TERM

Figure 2.8: 3-Phase rectifier bridge

The rectification bridge’s terminal voltagevTERM (t) can be calculated from
the voltages of the three connected armature windingsvA(t), vB(t), vC(t).
As seen in Figures 2.9 and 2.10, the difference between the highest and the
lowest voltage forms the terminal voltage of the bridge.

v(t)

t

v (t)A
v (t)B v (t)C

Figure 2.9: The highest and lowest voltages in a rectifier bridge

With three different potentials between the six diodes, current always flows
from the highest of these potentials to the positive side of the circuit, and from
the negative side of the circuit to the connection with the lowest potential.
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v(t)

t

v (t)TERM

Figure 2.10: Terminal voltage of the rectifier bridge

2.2.4 Excitation Circuit and Control

To build the magnetic field around the rotor, a current is leadthrough the exci-
tation winding, which is a part of the excitation circuit. This current is taken
from the alternator’s output current, making it self-excited. At low speeds,
when not enough current is generated by the alternator to excite itself, current
is taken from the battery. The current flows to the rotating excitation winding
via a set up of carbon brushes and collector rings. To regulate the excitation
current, and ultimately the whole alternator power output,the voltage over the
excitation circuit is turned on and off. The switching is controlled by a pulse
width modulated (PWM) signal, usually coming from the internal alternator
regulator. The frequency and amplitude of a PWM signal is always the same,
instead the duty cycle (on time) is controlled. A PWM with 50% duty cycle
is a regular square wave, and has an on time as long as its off time. A PWM
with 80% duty cycle is high 80% of a period, and low 20%. The average
excitation current can thus be controlled by varying the duty cycle. A graph
describing how the excitation current varies with the duty cycle can be seen
in Figure 2.11.

t

PWM Period

PWM

IEXC

Figure 2.11: PWM signal and the corresponding excitation current

One of the advantages with a PWM controller is that it needs only one output
pin to control the excitation circuit.
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The internal regulator is usually subordinate to the masterECU controller.
The ECU transfers parameters to the alternator regulator, which affects the
control. These parameters are transferred via a LIN-interface. LIN (Local
Interconnect Network) is a low-bandwidth, serial communication system for
vehicles. It is used instead of CAN (Control Area Network) for low band-
width applications.

A more thorough description of the alternator’s different components can be
found in [10].

2.3 Power Steering Pump

On the European market, power steering systems have existedsince the 1950s
[12]. When the driver turns the steering wheel, the power steering system
is made to assist him if the turning is effortful (i.e. mainlyat low speeds).
The overall most common type arehydraulic power assisted steering(HPAS)
systems, which use hydraulic oil flowing back and forward in asteering rack,
thereby adding force to the steering. In small vehicles electric power steering
systems have recently been introduced. This work will focusonly on HPAS
systems.

2.3.1 Servo System

The three important components in a HPAS system are

• Pump (power source)

• Servo valve

• Actuator

Whilst the pump provides a steady flow of pressurized oil, the servo valve
distributes oil to the correct fluid line in correct amounts.The actuator is a
piston system that helps push the steering rack in the direction wanted by the
driver. A sketch of the system can be seen i Figure 2.12.

The flows to the steering rack chambers are controlled by a valve that is con-
nected to the steering column. The amounts are decided by thesteering wheel
torque, where a boost curve [13] is used to map torque to pressure in the steer-
ing rack chambers. When help torque is needed to the steering,the hydraulic
oil will flow through the valve to one of the chambers, therebypushing a pis-
ton connected to the steering rack. The pressure differenceneeded to push
this piston is obtained by letting the hydraulic pump work. The pump gets its
power from the engine, and is just like the other auxiliary devices, mounted
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Steering
column

From pump

To reservoir

Fluid lines

Rack PinionPiston

Valve

Figure 2.12: Power steering system (without the pump)

on the belt.

The valve of the servo system can be of either strictly hydromechanical type
or of electro-hydraulic type. The former uses a set of pipes,integrated in
the steering column to distribute the fluid to the chambers. The latter uses
an electronic controller that can adapt the pressure need tothe speed of the
vehicle, as well as to the angle of the steering wheel. An electro-hydraulic
converter is used to transfer the control signal between thetwo domains.

2.3.2 Power Steering Pump

The pump used for maintaining the hydraulic oil flow is ofrotary vanetype.
It is connected to the valve at one end and to a hydraulic oil reservoir (often
integrated with the pump) at the other. The oil is taken from the reservoir
(suction side) and is brought to the outlet port via the pumping chambers.
From the high pressure outlets of these chambers, oil is thenavailable for the
servo valve to distribute when help torque is needed.

The pumping mechanism uses a circular cylindric rotor, orvane house, with a
number of vanes, usually 10, in radial slits. These vanes areable to move ra-
dially in and out of the slits. The rotor is placed in thepumping chamber, with
elliptic cylindric geometry, with two inlets and outlets. As the rotor turns, the
vanes will slide radially in their slits due to centrifugal force until they push
against the inner walls of the pumping chamber. Between two consecutive
vanes, a distinct volume of fluid can then be trapped in a hydraulic seal. Dur-
ing rotation this volume will be transferred from one side ofthe system to the
other. The vane pump principle is illustrated in Figure 2.13. Modern systems
use pairs of inlets and outlets, located 180 degrees apart. This port distri-
bution gives equal and opposite side loads on the bearings that completely
cancel each other, a configuration that significantly reduces wear.
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Figure 2.13: Rotary vane pump structure

To control the flow, a special type of throttling valve is used. This connects
the reservoir and the pressurized channel. By closing or opening this valve,
the feedback of high-pressurized hydraulic oil can be regulated. The pump
control is of open loop type. This means that the ECU only sendsignals
to the valve, it does not receive any. The control signal is ofPWM type,
with a low signal corresponding to a fully open and a high to a fully closed
state. An electromagnet opens and closes the valve, and since magnetization
is an inductive process and therefore not instantaneous, the PWM duty cycle
will averagely correspond to the openness of the valve. In turn, this will
correspond to the flow through it.



Chapter 3

Modelling Theory

There are several ways to model a system. Decisions about such things as
complexity, method and simplifications to use have to be made. In this chap-
ter, questions of this sort are discussed for the work at hand. A section de-
scribing stability tests is also included.

3.1 Complexity

Since the simulation environment is established as a HiL system by dSPACE,
the model complexity has to be suited to the system. To be ableto predict
computation speed for each simulation step, the step-time has to be fixed. In
order for it to run in real time, the whole model behaviour must be computable
in real time, at each step. This must be valid for all possiblestates, regardless
of the input signals.

The HiL system simulation step-timeh is adapted to the existing engine and
vehicle models, which run smoothly at this value. It is important that the
added auxiliary devices models do not interfere with this set step-time, and
thereby slow down other parts of the system. Thus, the ultimate real time
tests must be done together with the engine and vehicle modelin the HiL
simulator. The simulation step-timeh is in the magnitude of milliseconds.
At the very least, the auxiliary devices models have to be suited to this time
before final tests. A faster simulation guarantees smooth operation in the HiL
simulator. The step-time is analogous to the sample time of the system, in the
sense that it sets limits on the resolution. Events varying faster thanh will not
be visible in the final simulations.

However, much can be gained by starting with a complex model and sim-
plifying that model to the low simulation step-time. Early high resolution

16
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simulations can be done at a regular computer, using a modelled ECU in so
called model-in-the-loop (MiL) tests. These simulations are used in the de-
velopment process.

Processes varying very slowly (e.g. wear and tear), will notbe modelled.
Changes of this kind are not of interest in this work.

3.2 Method

When it comes to modelling method, one can choose between basing mod-
els on physics or using black box methods to build the models.Black box
methods require much measurement data, and makes it virtually impossible
to parametrisize the models after physical properties. This work aims to make
general models, useable with many different sizes and properties of the aux-
iliary devices. Therefore, using physics to describe and model the devices is
the best choice for this work. Some areas could require the use of measured
data and maps to simplify the physical description.

The working process will be to first find equations, usually ordinary differen-
tial equations (ODE:s), for the different parts of the systems and use these
with one another to connect the subsystems. The modelling and simula-
tion software SIMULINK from MATHWORKS will be used for this purpose.
SIMULINK comes with many predefined system blocks for mathematics and
system building and allows easy control over simulations. The software ver-
sions used are SIMULINK 5.0.2 and MATLAB 6.5. No extra toolboxes were
used in the model building phase.

When a complete and complex physical description has been implemented for
each system in SIMULINK , simulation tests to check the computation speed
will be made using a regular computer at first and later the model will be
integrated into the larger engine model, with real control signals from the
ECU. To simulate the models with SIMULINK and in the HiL system, the
differential equations are solved using numerical methods. In the HiL system,
the final simulation environment, theEuler methodis used. It will therefore
be used throughout the modelling process. It is a rather simple and is shortly
described as follows. From a state space description of the model

ẋ(t) = f(x(t), u(t))

x(0) = x0, (3.1)

with a known start valuex0 and an input signalu(t), an approximation of the
states at timest1, t2, . . . , tn is desired. The easiest approximation ofẋ(t) is

xn+1 − xn

h
≈ ẋ(tn) = f(xn, un), (3.2)
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whereh = tn+1 − tn is the step time. This gives the equation

xn+1 = xn + hf(xn, un), (3.3)

which is used during simulation to calculate the next simulation step. This
method is more thoroughly described in [14], which is an overall good book
on the subject of modelling and simulation. Another good source used in this
work is [15].

In SIMULINK , a state description exists for each individual block. The state
for each block is calculated for every step, but since blocksfollow one an-
other, with outputs from one block being the input for another, the order is
also of great importance. During simulation initiation theblocks are therefore
sorted according to the order in which they execute.

3.3 Stability

A model’s quality is related to how well it can simulate the real system’s be-
haviour, but also to the model’s stability. The stability ofa model is related to
its ability to limit output from limited input. Small variations of input should
result in small variations in output. A system isasymptotically stablewhen
it is stable and solutions converge towards zero ast → ∞. A homogenous
linear systemẋ = Ax is asymptotically stable when all eigenvalues of the
matrixA have negative real parts.

For nonlinear systems, stability tests can be performed using Lyapunov func-
tions, or by first linearizing the modelled system at an operating point, then
using the above mentioned method with eigenvalues. Since the systems mod-
elled in this work are real, and have limits on many of their signals, it is
difficult to model them as linear systems. They are often piecewise linear
though. In the MATLAB /SIMULINK environment the commandlinmod and
its variants can be used to linearize the models created in SIMULINK , obtain-
ing the state space matrices from the ODE:s.

The stability of a solution is however also affected by the numerical ODE
solver. Using the chosen Euler algorithm, the stability of asystem

ẋ = ξ x, ξ complex number

x(0) = 1, (3.4)

which can be solved with

xn+1 = xn + hξxn = (1 + hξ)xn, (3.5)
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and whose solution thus is

xn = (1 + hξ)n, (3.6)

is limited to the region where|1+hξ| < 1, the region within a circle of radius
1 and center in−1 [14]. This limits the simulation step-timeh. Theξ term
in these examples can be explained by the fact that for a regular ODE system
ẋ = Ax which is possible to formulate so thatA is a diagonal matrix, one
can find a diagonal containing the eigenvaluesξ. Consequently, the stabil-
ity region for equation (3.4) will be the left half plane Reξ < 0, differing
from the stability region of the solver. This means that the differential equa-
tion in certain cases actually can be stable, but not the numerical solution of it.

Another way to investigate stability at different step sizes is simply to simu-
late the systems and find at what step-size they degenerate, or start to oscillate.
A look on the systems’ stability will be taken in chapter 5.2.

3.4 Validation

There are different approaches when validating models. Themost desirable
is of course to have a good data set of measurements to validate against. The
validity can then be measured simply by comparing the measured data with a
simulation of the same course of events. Mathematical measures like
textitmean absolute error ormean relative errorgives a tangible value of how
good the models are.

Often though, the modelled structure does not exist in reality, or like in this
work, there is a lack of measured data. This makes it hard to give an objec-
tive measure of the validity of the models. To analyse the validity there are
a number of alternative approaches. If the model is based on previous work,
there is a chance that work has been validated. From this validity, the validity
of the new model can be deduced, but only to a certain extent.

Another kind of validation is to see that the modelled systemreally behaves
like one could expect in different situations. Moreover, the lack of measured
data does not mean a total lack of information. There is oftena known range
within which the phenomena, in this case torque, operates.

These methods requires a discussion about the validity of the system. A va-
lidity discussion about the auxiliary devices models can befound in chapter
6.3.



Chapter 4

Modelling

In this chapter models for the three devices are developed. The aim is as men-
tioned in Chapter 1, to model the torque of the auxiliary devices at different
load situations, as well as the dynamic torque characteristics.

There are some similarities in the three devices. They are all mounted on
the belt with pulleys of different size, and they all have rotational parts. The
belt can be seen as stiff if belt dynamics are disregarded, a very common
assumption. The pulleys merely transfer the engine speedωeng to the devices.
The radius of the pulleyrdev in relation to the crankshaft pulley radiusrcs

determines the factor the speed is multiplied as

pratio,dev =
rdev

rcs
ωdev = pratio,dev ωeng (4.1)

The auxiliary devices’ total torques are related to the device specific internal
torques (e.g. magnetic torque for the alternator, torque from friction for the
AC compressor) but since the pulleys and the rotating bodieshave certain
masses and therefore also moments of inertia, these also addto the torques.
According to newtonian mechanics, the moment of inertiaJ for a rotating
body is related to the torqueT asT = J ω̇. The torques thus relate to the
moment of inertia as

Jdev
dω

dt
= Teng − Tdev (4.2)

The engine torqueTeng is adding to the system, while the device specific
torque subtracts from it, thereby decreasing the availabledrive line torque.

Unfortunately, for this work, the engine torque signal was not available during
all simulations. It was instead decided to drive the models with the engine
speed signal. This changes the model structure to some extent. The need for
integrative causality during simulation makes it impossible to simulate the

20
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derivative of the input speed. The model structure used in the following is
illustrated in the SIMULINK plot in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Model structure

This model structure removes the possibility to simulate the moment of in-
ertia, which have the influence on the device torque that can be described as
smoothing it, or slowing its dynamic. The mechanical momentof inertia are
very similar to that of a flywheel for these devices. Another result of this
decision is that possible influences on the device operationfrom the engine
acceleration is not possible to model. It can be said that themodels operates
at a steady state engine speed.

4.1 AC Compressor

The main idea for the compressor modelling is to set up mechanical equations
of how the pistons are moving, depending on swash plate angleand compres-
sor speed. From this, the volume in the cylinders can be calculated at each
point. The change in these volumes determine the compression, and the pres-
sure at different points in time. This pressure exert forcesagainst the swash
plate which requires torque to counteract.

The torque of axial-piston swash plate machines have previously been de-
scribed in [16], where a hydrostatic pump of this type was examined. The
compressor model developed in this chapter is similar in many ways to this
pump model, but the internal cylinder pressure is modelled differently in this
work, since compression is the very essence of the machine.

4.1.1 Piston Kinematics

Most variables used in this chapter represent geometric quantities, and can
be seen in Figure 4.2. A pointx on one of the pistons, on a distancer
from the middle axial position moves between displacement positionsx =
r (tan αmax − tan α) andx = r (tan αmax + tan α). The exact position
of each piston depends on the angle difference between the piston centreϕi

and the top dead center (TDC)θ of the swash plate. The TDC is the angle
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Figure 4.2: Swash plate mechanism

on the swash plate with maximum displacement (i.e. the angleat which the
plate is tilted against). In Figure 4.2, the angle of the TDC and the top piston
coincides. The position of pistoni can be calculated as

xi = r (tan αmax + tanα cos(θ − ϕi)) (4.3)

Differentiating this equation, the velocity of each pistoncan thus be calcu-
lated as

ẋi = −r ω tan α sin(θ − ϕi) (4.4)

whereω = θ̇ is the speed of rotation for the compressor. Similarly, the accel-
eration of each piston is expressed as

ẍi = −r ω2 tan α cos(θ − ϕi) (4.5)

The cylinder volume is totally dependant on the piston position. With a cir-
cular piston area, and the cylinder diameterB, the piston areaAp = 1

4πB2.
If the swash plate angle is held constant during a revolution, and no refrig-
erant leakages are considered, the total displacement volumeVG during this
revolution, thegeometric displacement volume, will be

VG = Ap N 2r tan α (4.6)

whereN is the number of cylinders in the compressor. This refrigerant vol-
ume is of course a volume at suction pressure. The instantaneous volume for
pistoni is

Vi = Apr (tanαmax + tanα cos(θ − ϕi)) (4.7)

On each piston there are forces aligned with the piston’s movement due to
friction against the cylinder walls, by acceleration of thepiston massmp and
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by the compressed refrigerant. The friction will for now be neglected. The
acceleration of the piston exerts a force of sizempẍi on the piston itself, ac-
cording to Newton’s second law. This force is especially significant at high
speeds and with few cylinders in the compressor. The refrigerant pressure
inside the cylinder exerts a force on the piston that is depending on the pres-
surepi and the piston areaAp. Summing these forces gives the total force on
pistoni

Fi = mp ẍi + Ap pi (4.8)

in the positive x direction of Figure 4.2.

4.1.2 Adiabatic Process

To calculate the instantaneous pressure in each cylinder the volume and mass
of the refrigerant are used. The refrigerant (R-134a) is in its gaseous form
in the compressor. The working pressures ranges from 2 to 24 atm (200 kPa
- 2.4 MPa). If no refrigerant or heat flows in or out of the cylinder during
compression, it can be modeled like an adiabatic process. Inreality heat will
flow through the cylinder walls, and this could lead to modelling errors. A
discussion about errors follows in Chapter 6. For a adiabatic and reversible
process, the relation between pressure and specific volume is described by

pV γ = C (4.9)

whereγ andC are constants. Using data sheet figures [17], these two con-
stants are calculated using the least squared error approach. This is because
the data gives an over-determined equation system. Logarithms of equation
(4.9) gives

ln(p) + γln(V ) = ln(C) (4.10)

which can be rewritten on the form



















ln(V1)γ − ln(C) = −ln(p1)
ln(V2)γ − ln(C) = −ln(p2)

...
ln(Vm)γ − ln(C) = −ln(pm)

(4.11)

wherem is the number of data points used to determine the values. This
system can be written as

Ax = b (4.12)

with
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(4.13)

This equation system can be easily solved in MATLAB using the\ operator
like A\b. This operator gives the solution in the least square sense to the
over-determined system of equations (4.12), avoiding numerical problems by
employing QR decomposition techniques.

Usingm = 100 measurement points, distributed over the working pressure,
to decide the two constants, the results areγ = 0.9695 andC = 22088.
Applying these estimates in equation (4.9), the pressure ofthe refrigerant can
be calculated when the specific volume is known

p = C V −γ (4.14)

This pressure affects the pistons directly as forces in axial direction during
compression. One could argue that the lookup table could be used directly in-
stead of using a table to approximate physical properties. However, as can be
seen in Figure 4.3, a comparison between values from (4.14) and the tabulated
values, the adiabatic process estimation is rather good.
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4.1.3 The Compression Cycle

The use of equation (4.14) is only permitted in a closed cylinder, without mass
flows. However, these occur at certain points during a compression cycle.

As the pistons goes back and forth in the cylinders, they go through a suction
phase and through a compression phase. During the compression phase, they
move forwards (negativex direction in Figure 4.2). When they move back-
wards, the cylinders take in low-pressure refrigerant; this is the suction phase.
This is a mass flow. During this phase, the pressure in the cylinder will be the
same as the low-pressurepl of the uncompressed refrigerant or, when some
refrigerant from the foregoing cycle remains in the cylinder, it will follow the
polytropic curve in figure 4.3 but towards a lower pressure. The low-pressure
pl is constant, determined by the systems expansion valve.

Moreover, the compressed refrigerant leaves the cylinder when a certain pres-
sure has been achieved. The control of this is through the pressure-relief
valve. The discharge pressurepr is set from the start as a parameter of the
valve. As the compression continues the refrigerant will remain at this pres-
sure which lets it flow through the valve. The typical chatterof these types of
valves will not be modelled in this work.

The new pressure function will be

p(V ) =







pl
dV
dt > 0

C V −γ

pr C V −γ > pr

(4.15)

4.1.4 Deduction of Torque

The total axial force on each pistonFi, must be overcome by a reaction force
Ri to move it. This reaction force act on the piston from the swash plate. It is
perpendicular to the contact area between them. The component of this force
perpendicular to the piston movement and its distance from the center of the
swash plate acts as a moment arm and transmits the torqueTi to each piston,
overcoming the axial forces and making the machine run. The geometries
and forces are illustrated in Figure 4.4.

The swash-plate reaction forceRi is related toFi as

Ri cos α = Fi = mpẍi + piAp (4.16)

To move the machine, the torque produces the component ofRi perpendicular
to the piston movement. This component isRi sinα and with a moment arm
of r cos(θ − ϕi) the torque
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Figure 4.4: Forces acting on the swash plate from a single piston.

Ti = Ri sinα r cos(θ − ϕi) (4.17)

is needed for every pistoni. Combining (4.16) and (4.17) as well as summing
the components from all pistons, the torque is

T =

N
∑

i=1

(mpẍi + piAp) tan α r cos(θ − ϕi) (4.18)

Furthermore, it is possible to calculate an approximation of torque due to
friction between the piston slipper and the swash plate. An expression for the
reaction force already exists in (4.16) and since this is theforce perpendicular
to the contact areas, this is also the force giving rise to friction. With a linear
friction assumption, a force of sizeµfRi will act for each piston on the dis-
tancer from the shaft center. Summing up this for all the pistons, the torque
due to friction becomes

Tf =
r

cos α

N
∑

i=1

mpẍi + piAp (4.19)

Friction is often disregarded when modelling moving mechanical systems like
this, but in this case it is a simple matter to calculate a friction estimate, and it
can therefore be interesting to see how much of the total torque it constitutes.

4.1.5 Mass Flow and Control

To determine the efficiency of the compressor, it is necessary to know the
amount of refrigerant flowing through it. This mass flow can becalculated at
the output side of the compressor. During each revolution, acertain amount
of refrigerant is compressed and passes the pressure reliefvalve. The mass
flow is directly related to the swash plate angle since this decides the stroke
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volume in the compressor. If the pistons are able to compressthe refrigerant
and heighten the pressure enough for it to overcome the spring force in the
relief-valve (this is not always the case), the refrigerantmass passing the valve
during one revolution will be the differenceVg−N Vr, whereVr is the volume
at which the pressurepr is reached.

Vr =

(

C

pr

)
1

γ

(4.20)

By multiplying the mass flow per revolution with the revolutions per second,
we get the mass flow per time unit.

Q = 2π ω (Vg − N Vr) (4.21)

Fluid power can be derived directly from this expression as the mass flow
times the pressure increaseP = (pr − pl)Q.

The real compressor is affected by three ECU:s, the engine ECU (which is
the target control unit for this whole work), the AC ECU and the couṕe ECU.
Unfortunately the detailed description for the two latter was missing during
this work. These two control most of the AC system, the engineonly sets
some prescribed maximum values for some of the compressor’ssignals (e.g.
the torque).

To model the control system, it is in this work assumed that the thermal con-
trol signal is directly linked to the fluid power. The controller gets its set point
as a percentage of maximum power, a manual input to the system. The con-
trol signal is fed back to the swash plate, and controls its angle. The dynamics
of the swash plate angle is modelled using a simple first ordermodel.

4.2 Alternator

Previously, physical models of claw pole alternators have been constructed in
different ways. There are complex approaches using finite elements methods
(FEM) [18, 19], and there are very simple models [15]. In thistext a mid-
dle course is taken, the alternator is modelled like a synchronous machine
with simplified magnetic characteristics. A similar approach has been taken
in [20].

The idea is to find equations for the different parts of the alternator and simu-
late and solve them with one another. The main components will be the rotor,
the stators, the rectifier bridge and the regulator. A separate set of equations
will be used to calculate the torque.
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4.2.1 Rotor

Excluding the torque due to moment of inertia, the alternator torque mainly
consists of magnetic fields pulling at the rotor, magnetic torque. To calculate
this variable, the different electric and magnetic quantities must be simulated.

Even though the rotor is of claw pole type it can be approximated as a syn-
chronous machine. This has been done before in [20], and the approximation
is valid since the poles rotate as salient poles. The excitation winding though,
does not rotate in the same way as in normal salient pole machines. This
gives the advantage of it not cutting the field lines from the magnetic field
generated by the stator windings. The excitation current istherefore hardly
affected by the armature flux wave. A simple sketch of the rotor’s electric
equivalent is shown in Figure 4.5.

Rr

Lr
Ubatt

+

-

PWM

Figure 4.5: Rotor circuit

The resistance of the excitation circuit isRr and the inductanceLr. To calcu-
late the excitation currentiexc flowing through this circuit, Kirchoff’s voltage
law (KVL) is used with the battery voltageUbatt and the resulting differential
equation

Lr
diexc

dt
+ Rr iexc = Ubatt (4.22)

must be solved. The rotor inductanceLr can be described byLr = Llr+Lmr

where the two termsLlr andLmr are the rotorleakage inductanceand the ro-
tor magnetizing inductance. The excitation current controls how much power
the system generates.

All poles on the rotor share the same excitation winding, butthe number of
poles is significant to how fast the system works. The difference between
a two pole machine and a four pole machine has only to do with the speed
they operate. A two pole machine generates magnetic fields atthe stators
synchronized with the mechanical speed, thereby one rotation by the rotor
will translate to one period in the field at the armature. However, if the number
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of poles on the rotor are higher, the electric speed will be faster. Therefore it
is convenient, whenever working with a multiple pole machine to make the
conversion from mechanical angles and speedsθm, ωm to electrical angles
and speedsθ, ω. For a machine withP poles

θ =
P

2
θm, and

ω =
P

2
ωm (4.23)

This simplifies calculations considerably. One can analyzethe system like for
a two pole machine, the only difference is the speed.

4.2.2 Magnetic Field

To quantitatively determine the generated voltages in the armature (stator)
windings, a more thorough discussion about the magnetic fluxis needed.

The field winding on the rotor can be assumed to produce a sinusoidal mag-
netic flux wave of densityB at the armature windings.

B = Bpeak cos θ (4.24)

The air-gap flux per poleΦ is the integral of the flux density over the pole
areas. For aP -pole machine with pole areas symmetrically distributed over
the stator housing

Φ =

∫ +π/P

−π/P

Bpeak cos
P

2
θ lr dθ =

2

P
2Bpeaklr (4.25)

wherel is the axial length of the stator andr is its radius at the air gap. AP
pole machine has pole areas that are2/P times that of a two pole machine of
the same size.

Φ =
2

P
2Bpeaklr (4.26)

The flux linkageλ for a stator winding withN turns will vary as

λ = NΦcos ωt (4.27)

whereωt represents the angle between the magnetic axes of the statorwinding
and the rotor. The timet can be chosen so that att = 0 the peak of the flux
density wave coincides with the magnetic axis of one of the stator windings.
Faraday’s law is then applicable to calculate the induced voltage in each phase
winding as
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V =
dλ

dt
= N

dΦ

dt
cos ωt − ωNΦsin ωt (4.28)

This equation also applies whereΦ is the net air-gap flux per poles, produced
by currents in both the stator and the rotor windings. There are two terms in
the equation. The first one is a transformer voltage and exists only when the
amplitude of the flux-density wave changes with time, normally this does not
happen in a well balanced system running in steady state. Thesecond term,
often called the speed voltage, or electromotive force (EMF), is thus in most
cases the one that dominates the generated voltage.

In steady state operation the EMF will hereafter be used to represent the gen-
erated voltage

V = −ωNΦsin ωt (4.29)

This voltage is laid over each armature winding as the rotor turns and mag-
netic fields are excited.

4.2.3 Armature Windings

The armature windings can be approximated with inductancesin series with
a resistance. As the rotor turns and magnetic fields are produced, the induced
voltages will produce currents through these windings. Thecurrents through
the windings in turn also affect the flux linkages. The flux linkage from the
rotor together with the flux linkage from the self-inductance of each winding,
and that from the mutual inductances of the other windings sums up to a total
flux linkage. IfLxy denotes the mutual inductance between windingx andy,
the flux linkages can be described as

λa = Laaia + Labib + Lacic + Larir

λb = Lbaia + Lbbib + Lbcic + Lbrir

λc = Lcaia + Lcbib + Lccic + Lcrir (4.30)

where the termLxr are the angle-dependant mutual inductances between ro-
tor and stator. The three armature windings are constructedequal and should
possess equal physical properties. They are also symmetrical, and owing to
this, the stator-stator mutual inductancesLxy, x 6= y will all be of the
same size,Lss which in turn can be expressed using the stator magnetiz-
ing inductanceLms as Lss = Lms cos 2π

3 = − 1
2Lms due to the wind-

ing phase distribution of2π
3 radians. The self-inductance of the windings,

Lxx = Ls = Lms + Lls is the sum of the stator magnetizing inductance and
the stator leakage inductance. Thus, equations (4.30) become
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λa = Lsia + Lssib + Lssic + Larir

λb = Lssia + Lsib + Lssic + Lbrir

λc = Lssia + Lssib + Lsic + Lcrir (4.31)

It is easily understood that the three stator currents sum upto zero

ia + ib + ic = 0 (4.32)

which with the relations forLs andLss can be used to further simplify (4.31)
to

λa = (
1

2
Lms − Lls)ia + Larir

λb = (
1

2
Lms − Lls)ib + Lbrir

λc = (
1

2
Lms − Lls)ic + Lcrir (4.33)

The Lxrir terms corresponds to the flux linkage generated from the field
winding, as described in equation (4.27). TheLxr terms are angle-dependent,
but its amplitude is often described with thepeak stator-rotor mutual induc-
tancevariableLsr which can be broken down intoLsr = k

√
LmrLms. Here,

k is the stator-rotor coefficient of magnetic coupling, a measurement of how
good the magnetic field transfers between rotor and stator.

An electric schematic of the armature windings can be seen inFigure 4.6.
The diamond shaped boxes represent the derivative of the fluxlinkages over
that winding, equation (4.33), meaning a container for a voltage source and
an inductance.
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Figure 4.6: Stator circuit
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For an alternating current system, lacking the rectifier bridge, KVL for this
system yields the system of equations

dλa(t)

dt
= ua(t) − Rsia(t)

dλb(t)

dt
= ub(t) − Rsib(t)

dλc(t)

dt
= uc(t) − Rsic(t) (4.34)

where the voltagesua, ub anduc represent the voltages at the three terminals
of the armature Y-connection, andRs is the winding resistance, equal for the
three windings in concordance with the equality argument above.

This is a good description for a detached Y-connection. For the system at
hand however, there is a three-phase bridge connected to thethree terminals.
The functionality of the rectifier bridge is described in chapter 2.2.3. The
diode configuration only allows current to flow through two ofthe windings
at once. The ones with maximal and minimalu voltages. The maximal and
minimal u are determined by the maximal and minimaldλ

dt , and if the diode
resistances in the forward direction is disregarded (i.e. the diodes are con-
sidered ideal), these will correspond to the battery voltage Ubatt and ground.
The two stator winding currents will be equal in magnitude, but with opposite
signs.

The electric system simulated can be seen in Figure 4.7. Notice that the cur-
rent and voltage source directions correspond two those in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.7: Full equivalent stator circuit

The simplification demonstrated in Figure 4.7 includes the diode bridge and
the diodes shown does only imply the connection spots of the circuit, and
shall not be taken into calculation.
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In parallel to the diode bridge, it is common to put a capacitor, which func-
tions to adjust the output current to a smoother signal. Thiscapacitor is not
modelled due to causality conflicts.

4.2.4 Torque

The electromagnetic torque on the rotor comes from the interacting magnetic
field from the rotor circuit and the stator circuit. It can be expressed [11] like

T = −Lsr

(

P

2

)

iexcis sin δ (4.35)

whereis denotes the current flowing through the stator windings,Lsr is the
peak stator-rotor mutual inductance andδ the displacement angle of the two
rotating fields. In deciding this angle, it is important to sum up the magnetic
axises from the two active stator windings and compare the angle of this axis
to that of the rotor magnetic field axis.

4.3 Power Steering Pump

Modelling complex hydraulic systems usually requires the use of Navier-
Stokes equations, whose complexity stretches beyond what is possible in this
work. Smaller models of these kinds of pumps are usually verysimple, and
does not account for in-cycle behaviour. Since the power steering pump is not
very controllable, a simple averaging model of its torque could suffice. Such
a model is presented in section 4.3.1. Moreover, in the following sections, the
in-cycle behaviour is investigated by a model based on instantaneous flow,
pressure and fluid characteristics inside the pumping chamber. Many of the
ideas presented in section 4.3.4 comes from [16].

4.3.1 Simple Model

Looking at the power of a pumping system in a macro input-output perspec-
tive, the steady-state hydraulic powerẆhyd delivered by the pump can be
described by

Ẇhyd = Vp ω (pr − pl), (4.36)

whereVp is thevolumetric displacementof the pump, andpr, andpl are the
discharge pressure and the intake pressures [16]. From the rotation the input
mechanical power to the system is

Ẇmec = T ω (4.37)

By combining equation (4.36) and (4.37), and introducing anefficiency pa-
rameterη, a static relation between input power and output power becomes
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Ẇhyd = η Ẇmec (4.38)

Simplified, this relates the torque to the pump variables

T =
1

η
Vp (pr − pl) (4.39)

Equation (4.39) does unfortunately not say anything about the dynamics of
the torque. In the next section, an attempt to expand this model is made.

4.3.2 Vane Dynamics

The pumping chamber has elliptic cylindric geometry, within which the circu-
lar cylindric rotor, or vane house rotates. The geometries are further described
in Figure 4.8.

A B

Figure 4.8: Geometries of the system. A) The rotor (vane house) inside the
pumping chamber, B) The elliptic geometry of the pumping chamber.

The different geometric variables are designated in Figure4.9 which gives a
more detailed description of the system. The open area betweenφ1 andφ2

is one of the inlets of the pump, the outlet is between anglesφ3 andφ4. The
other side of the pump is similar, only upside down.

The cranking vane house is always circular cylindric and canindependently
of the geometry of the pumping chamber be described by the radius L1, the
depthbl and the number of sliding vanesN . The pumping chamber can,
taking a elliptic cylindric approach be described by the lengthL2 of the semi-
major axis, and the lengthL1 of its semiminor axis, which it shares with the
rotor. The depth isbl for the pumping chamber as well. In the following cal-
culations the coordinate system is aligned so that the pump house is skewed
vertically with the vane house.

The edge of an ellipse can be represented by the parametrisation
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Figure 4.9: Vane House Detail

x = −L1 cos θ

y = L2 sin θ, 0 ≤ θ < 2π (4.40)

The length from the origin, or in this case the joint center ofthe rotor and the
pumping chamber, to the inner wall of the chamber is thus

Lcw(θi) =

√

L2
1 − (L2

1 − L2
2) sin2 θi (4.41)

with θ being the angle from the vertical axis to the point of interest, in the
following to the vane of indexi. This formula comes from Pythagoras’ theo-
rem, with a trigonometric law applied to give this form.

The friction between the vanes and the pumping chamber is dependent on the
force with which the vanes press against the inner chamber wall. This force
is due to the centrifugal force, and can be calculated from Newton’s second
law of motion.
Assuming the friction between the rotor and the vanes are small, the vanes
will, due to the centrifugal force, be at their maximal displacement. The cen-
ter of mass of the vanes will therefore move in a curve, in a polar coordinate
system described by

R(θi) =

(

Lcw(θi) −
Lv

2

)

r̂ (4.42)

whereLv is the vane length, and it is assumed that the vanes are rectangular
in all directions, with solid mass distribution over their volume. Formulas for
bodies moving in polar coordinate systems can be found in [21] and rotating
motion is describable by
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x = r r̂

ẋ = ṙ r̂ + r θ̇ θ̂

ẍ = (r̈ − r θ̇2)r̂ + (r θ̈ + 2 ṙ θ̇)θ̂ (4.43)

To determine the radial acceleration described above, the derivatives of the
radial componentR(θ) can be calculated to

Ṙ(θ) = −θ̇
(L2

1 − L2
2) sin θ cos θ

√

L2
1 − (L2

1 − L2
2) sin2 θ

R̈(θ) = −θ̇2







(L2
1 − L2

2)(cos2 θ − sin2 θ)
√

L2
1 − (L2

1 − L2
2) sin2 θ

+
(L2

1 − L2
2)

2 cos2 θ sin2 θ
(

L2
1 − (L2

1 − L2
2) sin2 θ

)
3

2







+θ̈
(L2

1 − L2
2) sin θ cos θ

√

L2
1 − (L2

1 − L2
2) sin2 θ

(4.44)

For a steady-state system, theθ̈ term is zero and this term can thus be disre-
garded. Using (4.44) with the component for radial acceleration in equation
(4.43), the following expression describes the radial accelerationav of the
vanes in the vane pump

av(θi, θ̇i) = R̈(θi) −R(θi)θ̇
2
i (4.45)

Together with the individual vane massesmv, an expression for the radial
forces can be obtained using Newton’s second equation. These forces will
result in friction. For a linear friction approximation, these will be of size

Ffi = µf mvav (4.46)

These friction forces will result in a torque componentTf , which will be

Tf (θ, θ̇i) = µf mv

∑

N

Lcw(θi)av(θi, θ̇i) (4.47)

A linear friction model has been used here, with a constantµf . More ad-
vanced techniques of modelling friction, likeStribeck curves[22], are pos-
sible to implement but finding parameters for the frictionalcurve is much
harder. For linear sliding friction on a lubricated surface, typical values ofµf

are between 0.01 and 0.1 for steel/steel contact areas [21].
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4.3.3 Hydraulic Seal

As the vane house rotates, a hydraulic seal will be created between two con-
secutive vanes. The volume of this seal can be calculated from the lengths
defined. With two vanes, on anglesθ1 andθ2 respectively, the volumeV12

between the two will be

V12 = bl

∫ θ2

θ1

∫ Lcw(θ)

L1

r dr dθ (4.48)

Which can be solved quite easily

V12 =
bl

2

∫ θ2

θ1

L2
cw(θ) − L2

1 dθ =
bl

2
(L2

2 − L2
1)

∫ θ2

θ1

sin2 θdθ =

bl

4
(L2

2 − L2
1)

[

(θ2 − θ1) −
1

2
(sin 2θ2 − sin 2θ1)

]

(4.49)

The angle between any two vanes is constantlyθi+1 − θi = 2π
N = ∆N .

This and further trigonometric simplifications of (4.49) leads to the general
expression

Vi,i+1 =
bl

4
(L2

2 − L2
1) [∆N − sin∆N cos(2θi + ∆N )] (4.50)

This equation is static during simulation, making it a simple mappingθ 7→ V .
The volume between vanes is reduced between the inlet orifices of the pump
and the outlets, this means that the hydraulic fluid is compressed. The rate
change of this compression, or the volume change is

dVi,i+1

dt
=

blω

2
(L2

2 − L2
1) sin ∆N sin(2θi + ∆N ) (4.51)

The instantaneous pressure inside the hydraulic seals can be calculated from
the volume of the hydraulic seal and the inlet and outlet characteristics.

4.3.4 Fluid Dynamics

Inside one of these hydraulic seals the instantaneous mass is given byM =
ρV , whereρ is the mass density, varying with time. The mass flow is given
by the derivative

dM

dt
=

dρ

dt
V + ρ

dV

dt
(4.52)

Within each seal, the mass remains constant, which means that

dM

dt
= ρQ (4.53)
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whereQ is the volumetric flow rate into the hydraulic seal at the inlet. The
definition of fluid bulk modulus [23]β gives the relation

dρ

dt
=

ρ

β

dp

dt
(4.54)

wherep is the instantaneous pressure in the hydraulic seal. It is assumed
that this is uniformly distributed over the whole seal volume. By inserting
equations (4.53) and (4.54) into (4.52), and rearranging terms, the pressure
derivative will be

dp

dt
=

β

V

(

Q − dV

dt

)

(4.55)

Assuming the flow into and out of the pump have high speeds, theflow can
be modelled using the orifice equation and Torricelli’s principle [23]

Q = CdAb

√

2|pb − p|
ρ

(4.56)

which will be negative at the inlet and positive at the outlet. Using the sign
function sign(pb − p) for this is useful,pb is the boundary pressure outside
of the hydraulic seal, i.e. it is either the intake or the discharge pressure. The
parameterCd is the orifice discharge coefficient, andAb is the active inlet or
outlet area, varying with the angle.

Using equation (4.55) with (4.56) and the expression for thevolume time
derivative in (4.51), the nonlinear differential equation

dpi

dθ
=

β

(

sign(pb−pi)CdAb

ω

√

2|pb−pi|
ρ + bl

2 (L2
2 − L2

1) sin ∆N sin(2θi + ∆N )

)

bl

4 (L2
2 − L2

1) [∆N − sin ∆N cos(2θi + ∆N )]
(4.57)

describes the pressure inside one hydraulic seal. Instead of writing this as a
time dependent system, it is here written with the use of the valid substitu-
tion dt = dθ/ω. The pressure varies with the angle of the hydraulic seal,
and therefore this seems natural. This system can be solved numerically us-
ing MATLAB s ODE solver, or by constructing it with SIMULINK . A solution
between angles0 andπ, one of the two pumping chambers, is presented in
Figure 4.10

As can be seen, the pressure is smooth when in contact with theintake or dis-
charge ports. The transition between them is seemingly linear, and a common
assumption [16] is to make a simpler model of the pressure where
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Figure 4.10: Pressure characteristics for one hydraulic seal 0 ≤ θ < π

pb =







pl 0 < θ < φ2

pl + (θ − φ2)
pr−pl

φ3−∆N−φ2

φ2 < θ < φ3 − ∆N

pr φ3 − ∆N < θ < π

(4.58)

4.3.5 Torque

On a vane separating two seals two pressures will act on the two sides of the
vane. The pressure difference will result in forces on both sides according to
Figure 4.11. The modelled pressure profile of the pump (4.58)or Figure 4.10
indicates that this is only of great importance close to the inlet or outlet ports.

The forces acting on the vanes during rotation is described in Figure 4.11.
For each vanei, the force on its front side (the one pushing the fluid) will be

Fii = pi bl(Lcw(θi) − L1), (4.59)

wherebl(Lcw(θi)−L1) is the active vane area, the area the pressure is applied
upon. On the back side of the vane, the forceFi−1,i will act. If the vanes are
considered thin, the front side and its back side have the same area. Since

Fi−1,i = pi−1 bl(Lcw(θi) − L1), (4.60)

and the both forces act on the same point, but in different directions, they add
up to a net force

Fi = (pi − pi−1) bl(Lcw(θi) − L1), (4.61)

on each vane. This force is always positive (pi > pi−1) and adds to the torque
due to its moment arm. The length of the moment arm is1

2 (L1 + Lcw(θi))
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Figure 4.11: Forces on the vanes from the hydraulic seals

which can easily be derived from the geometry. From each vanea torque will
act due to such a moment arm, and thus, summing over all activevanes gives
the net torque of one of the pumping chambers of the vane pump

T =
1

2

N/2
∑

i=1

(L1 + Lcw(θi))Fi (4.62)

The two chambers of the pump are symmetrically aligned and ifthe pump is
well-balanced, the two torque components from each chamber, will simply
superimpose so that the total torque is twice the size of equation (4.62)

T =

N/2
∑

i=1

(L1 + Lcw(θi))Fi (4.63)



Chapter 5

HiL and Real Time
Adaptation

In order to simulate a real vehicle together with real hardware in the HiL
environment, model response times have to be comparable to real response
times. The ECU should see no difference. Given that the ECU have fast
and unknown signal reception times, the real time requirement leads to the
demand that physical phenomena must be simulated as fast, orfaster than
they occur. To comply with these demands, the models developed in Chapter
4 may have to undergo changes that will reduce their accuracy. The goal with
this chapter is to make such changes, but at the same time to ensure that these
changes give the best possible accuracy.

5.1 Hardware-in-the-Loop

The HiL simulator used for simulation is made by dSPACE, and is depicted
in Figure 5.1. To this system an ECU is connected in a loop likein Figure
1.1. The difference between a HiL system and a MiL system is that in HiL,
the real ECU gets its input and produces its output over the same channel
as it would in a real automotive system. Control signals fromthe ECU and
simulated measured output signals will flow via LIN and CAN interfaces on
real cables between the ECU and the simulator. It is also possible to connect
other real hardware to the system. In MiL simulation, a modelof the ECU
software is used together with the simulated real world.

The dSPACE HiL simulator system contains software models offor exam-
ple the engine, driveline and vehicle dynamics [24]. The models used in this
simulator system have been developed by TESIS Dynaware. They are exe-
cutable on a normal PC with MATLAB /SIMULINK , which makes MiL simu-
lation available with a simplified ECU model to replace the actual hardware.

41
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Figure 5.1: dSPACE HiL simulator [24]

In a first attempt to simulate the auxiliary devices, they aretested in such a
MiL environment. In this first simulation environment, adaptations are made
to the models to reach appropriate execution speed. Input and output consid-
erations are also done at this time. Some of the needed input signals to the
models developed in Chapter 4 can be found in the TESIS Dynaware engine
model; control signals are sent from the hardware and have tobe modelled.
A well documented functionality to the ECU is a necessity in this stage. The
Bosch units used for these simulations are all extensively documented.

5.2 Real Time Adaptation

For a diesel engine, a fairly high speed is usually about 3500RPM. The pulley
ratio differences will act as a gear and either heighten or lower this angular
velocity to the rotating parts of the devices. The pulley ratios thereby limit
the speeds of the models. As for the HiL simulator used in thiswork, it has a
step time of 1.6 ms.

In this section some parameter values are introduced. For the system at hand
they are either known from specifications or approximated typical values.
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5.2.1 AC Compressor

Typically, the compressor pulley radius has 1.5 times the crankshaft pulley
radius, limiting the compressor speed to 5250 RPM which equals 550 rad/s
or 1.8 ms/rad. Internally, no variations of higher speed aremodelled. The
swash plate rotates with this speed, making the pistons oscillate with this fre-
quency to complete a full compression and intake cycle in oneperiod. With
a simulation step-size of 1.6 ms, this process is possible tosimulate with a
reasonably good resolution (goes to a minimum at about 1.1 rad when engine
speed reaches its maximum).

Simulating only the torque characteristics, without control loop back (i.e.
with manual control, typically of the swash plate angle), requires no solution
of differential equations, due to the steady state assumption. There is only
one integration to find out the rotation angle. This makes thesystem auto-
matically stable. When simulating the system with the fluid power controller
described, some unstable behaviour are displayed. The system does not de-
generate, but oscillates somewhat. Linearizing the model with thelinmod
command produces anA matrix that is close to singular and contains Not-
a-Numbers. This could be a result of limits that is not possible to model
correctly. For example, the pressure-relief valve is modelled simply as a satu-
ration on the pressure inside the cylinder, the pressure calculations otherwise
gives numbers approaching infinity as the volume is decreased. To determine
stability of the model, the only option left is to test it in different situations
and see if it diverges.

The simulator computation power and the compressor model complexity does
comply, making it unnecessary to correct the simulator step-size due to com-
putational power needs. This means that before simulating the model for a
real development situation, one should test it with real parameters and inves-
tigate stability by trying to conjure an unstable situation.

5.2.2 Alternator

With a pulley ratio of 3, the alternator rotor speed typically goes up to 1100
rad/s. Typically, there are 12 poles on the alternator. Using equation (4.23),
this corresponds to an electrical speed of 6600 rad/s. To model the in-cycle
electrical behaviour with reasonable resolution ( 1 rad), astep time of 0.15
ms is required. Unfortunately, this does not comply with thesimulator step
time of 1.6 ms, about 11 times too slow for the wanted resolution. Electrical
in-cycle behaviour will therefore not be possible to model.The fast alternat-
ing electrical variations are rather small compared to the average levels (see
Section 6.1.2), but simulated at a reduced step-size, they can contribute to
stability problems. Investigating the stability using theaforementioned MAT-
LAB commandlinmod indeed exposes a number of poles in the right half
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plane. Nevertheless, test simulations have not degenerated or oscillated much,
and wether the stability problems lies in the presented alternator model, or in
other connected models such as the battery model, cannot be said. Since func-
tionality has been proven by tests, stability problems in the electricity system
model are hereby noted and left.

However, the alternator has another component that causes problem with such
low step-sizes. The PWM signal used to regulate the excitation current runs
on a frequency of 400 Hz. With a simulation at approximately the same step
frequency, the PWM will not be able to control the excitation current. The
duty cycle will often only be able to take the values 0 or 1. Thus, the PWM
signal loses some of its purpose. Some changes can be made to the model in
order to achieve good results for the dynamic behaviour of the alternator.

One way is to simply have the PWM signal run on a lower frequency. This
has the advantage of seeing the dynamics of the PWM signal in the control
of the alternator, which can be good when developing controlalgorithms.
Unfortunately, the variations from the PWM signal becomes larger than what
they would become at a higher frequency. This is due to the inductance in the
rotor circuit. An illustration of this can be seen in Figure 5.2. Along with the
longer response time, there are also larger oscillations.
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of simulated rotor current at a third of the actual PWM
frequency (dotted), compared to the original PWM response.

A smaller change in frequency would result in smaller dynamic variations,
and a PWM frequency of 300 Hz gives good enough resolution to simulate
the system. In fact, seemingly good results are achieved even at the original
400 Hz frequency. This is due to the alternator speed, and theloads having
slower dynamics than the PWM signal. The pulse width does normally not
change between period to period. However, for a full-on functionality test a
slight decrease in PWM frequency is recommended.
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There are possibilities to run different parts of a system with different sim-
ulation step-times. In SIMULINK the blockrate transitioncan be used for
this purpose. In this work it has been used to give the batterymodel longer
step-times during simulation. Battery quantities like state-of-charge (SOC)
vary very slow, and it is therefore numerically profitable tosimulate these dy-
namics at a lower step-time. This simulation step-time has to be an integer
multiple of the whole system’s step-time.

5.2.3 Power Steering Pump

An average model of the power steering pump, like the simple model pre-
sented in section 4.3.1 gives a constant torque. The more complex model
take notice on in-cycle behaviour, but the average torque level remains the
same. The simple model is therefore useable in a system wherecomputa-
tional complexity is critical.

To model the in-cycle behaviour of the power steering pump, the simulation
step-size matters. The in-cycle variations occur at a speedof N times that of
the rotor speed, which in turn rotates with a speed proportional to the engine
speed, depending on the pulley ratio. WithN = 10 and a pulley ratio of2,
the in-cycle behaviour is not possible to model with the HiL system.



Chapter 6

Simulations and Validation

The simulations presented in this chapter have been run on a regular com-
puter, or in the case of the HiL simulations, at one of dSPACE’s simulation
systems.

6.1 High Resolution MiL Simulations

In this section, MiL simulations mean simulations with constant or semi-
constant (they can be manually changed during simulation) control signals.
No ECU algorithms are used in this stage, and the simulationsare fully done
in SIMULINK . The simulation step-time is small enough to guarantee a good
resolution.

6.1.1 AC Compressor

Parameters to this model are taken from several different sources, and some
of them are simply estimated from what is reasonable for an automotive AC
compressor. These ”qualified guesses” are of course undesired and possible
to improve by either direct measurements, reliable data sheets or by parame-
ter estimation methods. Full knowledge of the control mechanism in the AC
ECU was also missing during the course of this work. Much of this lack of
information is grounds for more work, outside the scope of this thesis, some-
thing which is further treated in Chapter 8. For the simulations this means
that they can only be seen as rough approximates.

A first simulation with a system where the control of the swashplate is manual
shows good results. The simulation is done at 1800 RPM and gives a very
reasonable torque as can be seen in Figure 6.1. The dynamics seen are from
steps on the swash plate angle.

46
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Figure 6.1: Dynamics of compressor torque and fluid power at changes in
cooling capacity

There are small variations, which looks as noise, but a closer look reveals that
these are torque fluctuations due to the phase difference of the individual pis-
ton movements. A compressor with fewer pistons would give a more uneven
result, while one with more pistons would give a smoother curve.

6.1.2 Alternator

The parameters of this model are taken from several different sources, and
results can therefore quantitatively differ slightly fromthe final desired sim-
ulation results. On the whole these simulations should however give good
qualitative results.

The dynamics of the system are represented in Figure 6.2 where first a step
is sent to the system in the form of an engine speed increase from 0 to 1000
RPM at time 0 and then a ramp, so that between times 3 and 6 the engine
speed increases linearly to 2200 RPM.
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Figure 6.2: Dynamics of alternator torque and current at engine speed in-
creases

This behaviour, where the torque is decreased at engine speed increase is ex-
pected. The current suffers at first from overshoot, but after a short period
this error is leveled out.

More information about the model behaviour can be found in Figure 6.3. In
this simulation plot the dynamics due to load changes are seen. The engine
runs constantly at 1500 RPM. After 3 seconds the load needed is reduced
from about 1800 W to 900 W. Such a large power drop does not normally
occur, it roughly corresponds to a simultaneous shutdown ofall the lamps,
the electric back window heater and the electric power windows. The needed
electricity is reduced, and thus the torque needed to produce the electricity
is also reduced. After 7 seconds a load of 300 W (e.g. electricradiator) is
turned on. The power need is heightened and the alternator takes more torque
from the engine to produce this electricity.

The fast oscillations in the torque signal are due to the electric oscillations,
and they have a periodicity exactly following the engine speed as
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Figure 6.3: Dynamics of alternator torque and current at load changes

ωM = 6
P

2
ωeng pratio (6.1)

The number 6 in this equation comes from the rectifier bridge.Every single
period of the electrical speed entering the bridge multiplies by 6 to the output,
which is consistent with what Figure 2.10 illustrates. The reason for these not
being dampened in the simulated torque is in much owing to thefact that the
capacitor connected in parallel to the rectifier terminal isnot modelled. Such
a connection works as a simple low pass filter, thereby dampening the fast
oscillations.

6.1.3 Power Steering Pump

Very few of the parameters used in this model are known for certain. The
geometric quantities are estimated from pictures and the hydraulic properties
like pl andpr are also typical values in hydraulics.

The in-cycle behaviour of the power steering pump is illustrated in Figure
6.4, together with the static torque (dotted) calculated from equation (4.39).
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Figure 6.4: Power steering pump torque

6.2 HiL Simulation

The alternator model has been tested in the dSPACE simulatorenvironment
with a real ECU and a full engine model. The HiL environment comes with
the CONTROL DESK interface which makes it possible to change parameters
and control signals in real time. It is also possible to watchvirtually any
variable in the entire engine. An image of this interface canbe seen in Figure
6.5.

Figure 6.5: The CONTROL DESK interface

The simulation results are similar to those presented in section 6.1.2. When
increasing the engine speed, with a fixed electric load, the torque taken by
the device is lowered. The controller of the alternator regulates the torque af-
ter how much is needed to provide electric power to the different loads. The
model responds properly to real time changes in load and to the control sig-
nals from the ECU. The ECU also responds to the model output.
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6.3 Validity Discussion

To validate the models it is necessary to compare the real system with the
simulated. Since the models are intended to simulate the vehicle against the
engine ECU, the best validation would use the same ECU in the HiL setup
and in the vehicle, as well as engine model parameters corresponding to ve-
hicle parameters. Unfortunately no such measurements havebeen available
in this work.

Instead, the available information must be used. Alternator measurements
from another vehicle (with a different ECU and different engine and alterna-
tor parameters) have been done for different loads and different speeds, all
of these are mean cycle values and give little information about the dynamic
behaviour of the device. Comparing the torque at various speeds, some differ-
ences are visible, mainly in the speed-to-torque characteristics at high speeds
and constant loads, these could be due to parameter differences or model er-
rors. Some suggestions to how the model can be improved can befound in
Chapter 8.

For the AC compressor, the only data available are approximate values of the
maximum torque, usually about 20 Nm. With the approximated parameter
values in the model, the torque stays below this level.

The power steering pump is constantly pumping and the torquevariations are
on average very small. In the simple model presented in this work, it is simply
modelled as a constant. The complex model looks at the in-cycle behaviour
which reveals that these variations can be substantial. Using a more complex
model, which takes into account flywheel effects due to the rotor and pulley
inertias is bound to smooth these variations. A discussion about how such
a model can be constructed is done in Chapter 8. Of the three devices, the
power steering pump takes the least amount of torque, and it is also the de-
vice with the least amount of control from different ECUs. The only control
signal is on the relief valve which feeds back high-pressurized oil to the reser-
voir. This feedback does not effect the torque.

Another way to validate the models are to investigate them from an energy
point of view. It is easy to see that the compressor and the alternator follows
reasonable energy transfer principles. When more cooling power is needed
in the vehicle, this can be remedied by raising the refrigerant flowing through
the system. This fluid power does not come for free, but requires torque. For
a controlled system, increases can occur in the cooling need, and in the engine
speed. The former should heighten the torque and the latter make it smaller.
The compressor model does these things.

As for the alternator. It can receive increases in the electrical power needed,
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which requires a higher torque, and it can also use an increase in engine speed
to produce the same amount of electricity with the same amount of torque.
The alternator model presented here does these things.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

The AC compressor model covers the basic mechanics of the system very
well. The mechanics for calculating the torque have previously been vali-
dated in [16]. To calculate the refrigerant compression as an adiabatic process
is also a very good model, as can be seen in Figure 4.3. The dynamics of the
strictly physical system is possible to model by using the models developed
in this work. What makes this model incomplete is the lack of a qualitative
model of its control mechanisms. The AC ECU and how it controls the com-
pressor is of vital importance when modelling this device. The attempts of
modelling them here are mere guesses of how they control the system.

Of the three devices examined and modelled in this work, the alternator is by
far the most thoroughly treated, and many interesting characteristics of the
torque signal can be seen in simulations. Simulations givesa good approxi-
mation of the real torque signal as validation shows. It is comparably of the
same size at various speeds and battery voltages, and acts like one would ex-
pect in dynamic situations. The interaction with the existing battery model is
very good. This makes the alternator model very useful for the ECU function
development it was meant for. Simulations can be made early in the de-
velopment process, which can make development processes simpler, thereby
saving costs; even making such a project possible. Moreover, the model can
also be used separately for alternator controller development.

The power steering pump models can be used to calculate the average torque,
but since the torque is not controllable from the ECU, it is not very useable
for function development. The simple model, which basically calculates a
constant torque, is good enough for this purpose. The complex model though,
can be used for other purposes. Such a use could be in acousticanalysis. All
of the models are useful for this purpose. The in-cycle dynamic behaviours
of the models are very likely to cause vibrations. Vibrational frequencies
could very easily be extracted from the simulated models or from the models
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themselves.



Chapter 8

Further Work

This work looks at the dynamic behaviour of the auxiliary devices, but it
does not look into their behaviour due to dynamics from the engine. The
engine acceleration is at all times assumed to be small enough to be ignored.
This steady state is assumed because of the lack of information about theω̇
signal. This makes the torque effects due to moment of inertia difficult to
simulate. A solution to this problem would be to have the models driven by
the engine torque instead of the engine speed. A SIMULINK scheme in Figure
8.1 illustrates the model structure this would result in.

ω θacc
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T
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Integrator

1/J

Inertia

angle
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Device Torque 
Calculations

1

Engine
Torque [Nm]

Figure 8.1: A suggested new model structure

This would of course make necessary some changes in the existing models,
they would have to account for the acceleration of the engine, and thus to
their own acceleration.

As chapter 7 says, the AC compressor control mechanism is notthoroughly
modelled. A more detailed description of the AC ECU is necessary to build
such a model. In a feedback control system like this it is important is to know
what sensors are used, and where they are situated. This workhas modelled
the flow through the system and used it to calculate the fluid power, which has
been used as a control signal. This is only a qualified guess ofhow it really
works. When the control system has been incorporated into thesystem, a full
validation is necessary. To make that validation, a credible list of values on
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parameters is necessary. Most of the compressor parametersare possible to
simply measure as geometric distances, but for example the intake pressure
and release pressure can be harder to measure and could probably be taken
from product sheets from the manufacturer.

The alternator model has been validated by running it in a HiLsimulation
enironment, and the dynamic behaviour of the model is as would be expected,
however, it is not thoroughly validated. Such dynamic validations could be
done to get a better estimation of the model’s validity. Moreover, the static
validation data could be of better quality. Suggested measurements of the
alternator characteristics are theopen- circuit characteristic(OCC) and the
short-circuit characteristic(SCC), described in many books on electric ma-
chinery, for example [8, 11].

The power steering pump model is in need of both real parameters and a thor-
ough validation. The validity of equation (4.58) should be tested by solving
(4.57) for a number of different parameter sizes, includingspeeds.
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Notation

Symbols

The following symbols and indexes are used throughout this text. The list
is divided into four parts, one table for global symbols and one for symbols
used in connection with each of the three devices.

F Force N
h Simulation step-time s
J Moment of inertia kg m2

T Torque Nm
Tf Torque from friction Nm
ω Angular velocity rad/s
µf Frictional constant -
θ Angle of the shaft rad

AC Compressor

Ap Area of a single piston m2

B Compressor cylinder radius m
C Constant m2/s2

mp Mass of a single piston kg
N Number of cylinders/pistons -
pi Pressure in cylinderi Pa
pl Intake pressure Pa
pr Discharge pressure Pa
r Cylinder-to-shaft radius m
Ri Reaction force from pistoni against the swash-plate N
V Specific volume m3/kg
Vi Instantaneous volume of pistoni m3

VG Geometric displacement volume m3

xi Translational position of pistoni m
α Swash plate tilt angle rad
γ Constant (spec. heat rel) -
ϕi Angle of pistoni rad
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Alternator

The three armature windings, giving the three phases are denoted by indexes
a, b andc. Indexr implies the rotor. In this section, the angular quantitiesω,
θ are electrical, indexm denotes their mechanical equivalents.

B Magnetic flux density T
i Current A
l Stator length (at air gap) m

Lab Mutual inductance between windinga andb H
Lsr Stator-rotor mutual inductance H
Lms Stator magnetizing inductance H
P Number of poles -
r Stator radius (at air gap) m
R Resistance Ω
Φ Magnetic flux Wb
λa Magnetic flux linkage of windinga Wb
V Voltage (EMF) V

Power Steering Pump

Ab Active area of intake or outlet port m2

bl Depth of the pumping chamber m
Cd Orifice discharge coefficient -
L1 Radius of rotor m
L2 Inner maximum radius of pump chamber m
Lcw Length from rotor centre to pump chamber wall m
Lv Length of vane m
N Number of vanes -
pb Boundary pressure at orifices Pa
pl Intake pressure Pa
pr Discharge pressure Pa
Q Volumetric flow rate m3/s
R Curve of vane centre of mass -
Vij Hydraulic seal volume, between vanei andj, j = i + 1

(mod N)
m3

Vp Volumetric displacement m3

Ẇhyd Hydraulic power W
Ẇmec Mechanical power W

β Hydraulic oil bulk modulus Pa
∆N Angle between two consecutive vanes,2π/N rad
η Efficiency parameter,0 < η ≤ 1 -

φ1,2,3,4 Angles defining the inlet and outlets of pump rad
ρ Hydraulic oil density kg/m3

θi Angle of vanei rad
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations were used more ore less frequently throughout
the report.

AC Air Condition/-ing
CAN Control Area Network
CFC Chlorofluorocarbon
ECU Electronic Control Unit
EMF Electromotive Force
HFC Hydroflourocarbon
HiL Hardware-in-the-Loop
HPAS Hydraulic Power Assisted Steering
KVL Kirchoff’s Voltage Law
LIN Local Interconnect Network
MiL Model-in-the-Loop
MMF Magnetomotive Force
ODE Ordinary Differential Equation
PWM Pulse Width Modulation
R-134a Refrigerant (1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane)
RPM Revolutions Per Minute
SOC State-Of-Charge
TDC Top Dead Center
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